
 

Warming climate threatens microbes in
alpine streams, new research shows
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UW research scientist Lusha Tronstad collects samples from the Wind Cave
alpine stream on the western side of the Tetons in the Targhee National Forest.
The source of the stream is underground ice in the mountain. Credit: Joe Giersch

Changes to alpine streams fed by glaciers and snowfields due to a
warming climate threaten to dramatically alter the types of bacteria and
other microbes in those streams, according to a research team that
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included a University of Wyoming scientist.

But streams that are fed by underground ice insulated by rock—called
"icy seeps"—offer some hope that the impact of climate change will be
less severe in some areas, say the researchers, who include Lusha
Tronstad, research scientist with UW's Wyoming Natural Diversity
Database (WYNDD).

"Our results show that patterns of microbial diversity support an
ominous trend for alpine stream biodiversity...," the researchers wrote in
the journal Global Change Biology. "Icy seeps, however, represent a
source of optimism for the future of biodiversity in these imperiled
ecosystems."

Tronstad is an expert on the alpine streams in Grand Teton National
Park, where her 2015 discovery of a rare insect called the western
glacier stonefly provided information to assist in deciding whether the
species should be protected under the federal Endangered Species Act.
In the latest research, she joined scientists from the University of
Kentucky, Washington State University, Rutgers University, Kansas
State University, Missouri State University, the University of Montana
and the U.S. Geological Survey to study much smaller organisms in those
Grand Teton streams and others in Montana's Glacier National Park.

In those high-mountain streams—some fed by glaciers, some by
snowfields, some by underground ice and some by groundwater—a wide
variety of bacteria and other microbes exist. They provide the
foundation for larger organisms such as insects in alpine waters and fish
downstream.
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UW research scientist Lusha Tronstad takes notes while conducting research
downstream of Petersen Glacier in Grand Teton National Park. Credit: Scott
Hotaling

In Wyoming, North America's Rocky Mountains and mountain ranges
worldwide, glaciers and perennial snowfields are shrinking and, in some
cases, disappearing as the climate warms. While previous research
detailed expected impacts on insects and other larger species, Tronstad's
research team examined the organisms that can't be seen with the naked
eye in six alpine streams in Grand Teton and seven in Glacier National
Park.

The scientists found that colder streams fed by glaciers and underground
ice have less microbial diversity than those fed by snowmelt and
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groundwater, but the colder streams are home to some bacteria that don't
exist in the warmer streams. As warmer temperatures and reduced
snowfields and glaciers increase water temperatures and change the flow
and variability of the streams, microbial diversity will decline across the
alpine waters, the researchers say. That likely will result in broader
environmental impacts—though the scientists acknowledge that "the
degree to which environmental shifts will translate to altered ecosystem
functioning remains largely unknown."

While the new research expands understanding of microbial diversity
across the range of alpine streams, the scientists say the most significant
new insights relate specifically to icy seeps, which are fed by rock
glaciers—masses of underground ice surrounded by rocky debris. It's
estimated there are more than 10,000 of these rock glaciers across the
United States—about double the number of surface glaciers and
perennial snowfields. Icy seeps are closest in temperature to streams fed
by surface glaciers, with less seasonal flow variability. One such
underground-ice-fed stream that was part of the study originates from
Wind Cave in the Targhee National Forest.

Because they're insulated by thick layers of rock, icy seeps may be more
buffered against warming atmospheric conditions than glaciers and
perennial snowfields, making them less susceptible to climate change.

"Consequently, there is strong potential for icy seeps to serve as (a
refuge) for cold-adapted mountain stream species and unique ecological
functions on a global scale," the researchers wrote, adding that icy seeps
"may represent the last stronghold of meltwater-associated (life forms)
in a landscape without glaciers and perennial snowfields."

  More information: Scott Hotaling et al, Microbial assemblages reflect
environmental heterogeneity in alpine streams, Global Change Biology
(2019). DOI: 10.1111/gcb.14683
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https://phys.org/tags/warmer+temperatures/
https://phys.org/tags/glaciers/
http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/gcb.14683
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